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Abstract 

Now a day, kids use a variety of electronic devices (TV, cell phone and laptop etc.) at a particular time or location. Parent gives 

freedom to kids so that they can use cellular phones with no restrains. However, excess of every utility is bad in many contexts 

like health, social relations etc. With amplified usages of mobiles, parents have started to worry about the negative aftereffects of 

the technical explosion on the development of their children. Supervisory, observing, and handling methods are required to 

overcome few of these issues. In this article, we have studied and examined various ways of observing and supervisory uses of 

electronic devices by kids. We have included an overview of the associated research works which permits parents to control and 

observe data, applications, or services accessible in kids’ electronic devices. The key task is to equalize confidentiality and 

tractability with the comfort of use.  
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

It is a well-known fact that now a day; kids have more access to electronic devices than every generation in human past. It is in 

various forms like; computer, TV, tablet and smartphone. Most of the children are subjected to technology since a very small age, 

occasionally as young as one year childhood, through an average session of approximately five to six hours a day. As a responsible 

person, the parents must be assured that their children are spending limited time with these devices, they’re not ill-treating the 

approach they have, and that the material which is being viewed is not wrong and they are intermingling with people of appropriate 

age. Consequently, parents require the assistance of an open parental control application.  

A parental control app is an application that may be downloaded and installed in the digital device of the children. This app is 

able to provide parents distant access to that machine and provides them the capability of control, cellblock or operate definite 

characteristics which may assure the safety of the children and digital comfort. Each application has its own capabilities and parents 

can choose an application according to their requirements. E.g., some apps permit a person to supervise all the internet surfing that 

takes over the gadget; by observing browser and download history, and the sites they’re surfing. 

There are some more useful and certified facilities which permit the parents to block specific applications, set up routine timers 

which may bound the extent of time that their children may access a utility or delivers them with latest information about the uses 

of the apps. Moreover, few apps also permit the parents to trace the actual-time GPS position of the gadget that if on will provide 

their children’ exact location, at what time kids are out of home and where they are frolicking with their playmates [1-2]. Few apps 

also have geo-fencing traits which permit the parents to construct grids in which the app will warn them if their children have 

entered into a specific area. Through the additional facility of monitoring all short text messages (SMS), messages in social media, 

phone calls record and stored phone numbers. Hence a parental control app is a necessity of a liable parent in the contemporary 

era. 

In the era of digital world, when the technology is easily accessible to kids, it is natural for parents to be worried about the 

consequence of this exposed sphere on the development of the kids. E.g., the parents are concerned about the negative consequence 

of this gadgets on their learning, emotive and social growths [3-5]. To assist in resolving these issues, parents require certain 

monitoring methodologies to safeguard and follow usage of their children of the personal gadgets. 

Watching and monitoring technologies and methods have been established with the development of the technologies [6-8]. 

Responsible and caring parents are concerned about the usage of the developing technology. These worries have forced developers 

to invent methods to examine, regulate, and handle advanced technologies. One of the famous methods is associated with the 

utilization of disseminated framework for the observing and regulatory associated devices. This dispersed framework permits for 

principal supervisory module across the associated devices either through client server method, or mobile data supervision method 

[9-11]. 

At some point of time, excess supervision of parents over kids may also create problem among them [12]. The majority of the 

parents usages the controlling apps on the family cellphones, providing them means to watch teen phone use and whereabouts, 

block undesirable apps, or even restrict the time consumed on the gadget. Though, the scholars realized that children whose parents 

employ these apps were more probable to be subjected to annoying matter and online provocation. 
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II. RELATED WORK 

Checking cell phones has been an interest for not only particular users, but also for officialdoms, societies, and systematic scholars. 

The issue of using observing applications is mainly focused on the method of data collection and its handling and the method of 

building a special pattern from the gathered data. 

Authors in [6] have considered the significance of having cellphone detecting to create various opinions of usages of cell phone. 

This reputation upturns as the cell phones have become the central computation and transmission equipment. Consequently, 

investigation on data gathering, investigation and patterns acquiring are fetching large scale debate, particularly with entire 

inexpensive characteristics and technical improvements presented in mobile permitting for a diversity of users’ familiarities and 

practice. The structure of anticipated technique was constructed through cell phone detection and the cloud computation. They 

have considered the several issues of congregation data procedures through mobile and unpredicted situation (mobile situation), 

and the confidentiality problems about collecting individual info from a third group applications. The work has conferred the 

various degree mobile identification deliberated useful on: specific, alliance, and society data assembly. The extensibility 

characteristics of collecting separate conduct to acquire from society samples can assist advance societies in public, health sector 

and ecological educations. 

In [7], the key emphasis of the research is on the perception about movement of personal data via elected third-party applications. 

The scholars have highlighted the problem of interrupting privacy barricades whenever the applications retrieve the individual 

information through merely querying about users consents to retrieve the data with no description about how they will use the data. 

The key hurdle in observing the usage of mobile apps contain the deficiency of smartphone used data as a source reserved, and the 

vigorous character of flow of data flow through cell phone. This vigorousness instigates different types of situation based problems 

as data can be transmitted at any instance of time and at any location. Additionally, mobile apps permit for distribution of data and 

info amid several apps and enhance the problem in observing single flow among an app and the operating system. 

Authors in [8] have suggested a cloud service application to follow and observe android software and achieve stationary and 

vigorous examination. The objective of employing the Sandbox app is to preserve cell phones safety by identifying any nasty 

designs or virus. The static investigation performs by examining software before fixing, whereas dynamic investigation perform 

by fixing the software on an remote atmosphere and then start the examination process. The authors have also conversed the 

problems linked to safety and cellphones mechanism. Mobile phones simply perform via the safe and restricted network for phone 

calls and messages amenities, whereas smartphones are permitted to be linked the Internet. The safety hazard due to mobile 

smartphones upsurges with the linking of devices with the Internet and host applications. Solving the issue among protection and 

tractability and considering about confidentiality.   

Authors in [9] have suggested a mechanism to observe the behavior of software which produces prototypes for present and 

previous conduct of the system. The anticipated mechanism provides envisaged investigation for the observed software without 

disturbing enactment of the system and it constructs it more suitable for the uninterrupted observing device.  

Authors in [10] have examined various case studies on usages of cell phones. Reviewing the emerging norm of mobile gadget 

is a dynamic research domain because mobile gadget plays an crucial role in every one day to day life. Keeping personal cell 

phones has increases the number of PCs users internationally. Though, a lot of research has been accomplished for fixed 

computation atmosphere, but the mobile atmosphere needs lively following of the data being used in terms of the mobile.  

Authors in [11] have suggested a configuration to analyze the software necessities during execution. The configuration also 

performs the inspection and affirmation procedures, and permits for automatic assistance. Scholars described that the software 

necessities are the necessary procedures delivered by the software users to the designers and designed as features. The software 

necessities can modify during various situations comprising the infrequent and unexpected occasions and the restriction or retrieval 

of hardware breakdown. These issues affect the software monitor designers which are articulating suspicious and stimulation 

atmosphere. The openness of the software during run time and the observing indicates for doubtful necessities. 

The authors have specified the significance for keeping supervisory mechanism for parents over their children’ gadget because 

of two motives [12]. First motive is the accessibility of the disturbed matter via media that may be undoubtedly retrieved by cell 

phones. The second motive is that most of the time parents are busy in their work whereas children spent their time with mobile 

gadgets and prone to electronic media. Now a day children do not spent time in physical activities. The modernized technique 

comprises three prototypes; the authorization prototype, the regulatory prototype, and the observing prototype. The authorization 

prototype permits parents to establish the access point for every linked gadget. This access point is the basis for the regulatory 

prototype in which every linked device may simply access content inside the access point described previously. The observing 

prototype permits parents to assess the history of use of the controlled gadgets. 

III. BEST PARENTAL CONTROL APPS FOR YOUR KID’S SMARTPHONE 

If the kids have their own mobile phones, parents want a solution to follow and restrict the activities of their kids. The finest 

parental control apps provide solutions to restrict the time consumed on gadgets, follow the usage and position, and blockade some 

apps or games. It is important to note that there are few free parental constraints in built in to most of the gadgets. As a result there 

is always no need of purchasing a third-party app support. For instance, Family link of Google is very convenient, Amazon’s 

parental control is outstanding, and Apple also supports some kind of parental controls. Author in [17] have provided an overview 

of some popular kids controlling apps.  
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 Family Time:  

It ensures entirety, permitting parents to modify specifically what materials their kids can open and access, fix time duration, follow 

their whereabouts, and many more. This app provides them gizmos to fix schoolwork, physical activity time and rest time, or 

simply restrict the total duration spend by their kids over the cellphones. It also provides geo-fencing which cause an alarm 

whenever the cellphone move in or move out a particular range, and whereabouts tracking, so that parents can watch the location 

of their child. Moreover, parents may prevent or manage all apps by employing internet strainers, supervising calls and SMS, and 

keep a watch on friend lists. Figure 1 shows the features of Family App. 

 
Fig. 1: Family Time App 

 Qustodio (Android, IOS, Kindle, Nook) 

Qustodio is an easily manageable, well-organized, and admirable app for parents who have less time for their children. It provides 

a dashboard which displays entire latest mobile endeavor for any linked gadgets, comprising time expended on particular amenities 

such as face-book or WhatApp. Through the dashboard parents may fix time boundaries, track SMS, strain out lewd websites, and 

hinder any malicious game or app. adequate customization choices mark it an immense parental control app to manage mechanisms 

for children of different age groups. Moreover it is able to perform on Kindle or Nook gadgets and it is very exceptional. Figure 2 

shows features of Qustodio App. 

 
Fig. 2: Qustodio App 
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 ESET Parental Control (ANDROID) 

ESET is an appropriate parental control app but it can be used only in Android devices. This open access app provides app jamming, 

time constraints on games, and primary reporting. While the premium version of the app provides blocking of sites, whereabouts 

tracking, parent notification, and additional comprehensive reports about the activities of the children. The feature of parental 

message is a brilliant concept. It permits them to send a message that the kid has to answer to the parent before continuing his 

cellphone. Parents may use free of cost the premium version only for 30 days afterwards they will have to pay $30 per year per 

gadget. Figure 3 provides a glimpse of ESET app. 

 
Fig. 3: ESET app 

 WEB Watcher (Android and IOS) 

If you want to hold checks on your kid’s SMS, comprising deleted SMS, pictures, web surfing, call log, and whereabouts then this 

is a wonderful app for you. It permits a person to probe into kid’s endeavor on specific apps, comprising Tinder and WhatApp.  

Parent may fix time restrictions and may take screenshots of their kid’s cellphone monitor. Since basically it is a spyware, with a 

secret mode, it can be installed exterior to the authorized app retailer. Parents must provide it certain crucial security authorizations. 

It is also quite intrusive and costly. The price starts at $130 per year per gadget. Figure 4 provides a view of WEB Watcher app. 

 
Fig. 4: WEB Watcher 
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 Norton Family Premier (Android Windows / Mac OS and IOS) 

This program is used to restrict and monitor kids’ conduct on the Internet. Family Premier proposes parents a variability of options 

and causes it simple to control all those options through a simple interface. Amongst Family Premier’s utmost prominent options 

is its robust web management, which permits parent to hinder sites completely, or just maintain a record of websites surfed. Parents 

may also program Norton to release cautions for websites that they may not desire to prohibit, but wish their children be cautious, 

e.g. they may wish to dissuade children from passing all their day surfing memes on a particular site. Norton also permits to fix 

time duration, switch off gadgets in definite periods of the entire day or night. Regrettably, it doesn’t continually perform accurately 

in the app store and the iOS version. It price is $50 per year, however it doesn’t restrict the number of gadgets a person can have 

on an version, consequently  install on any iOS or Android devices (or Windows desktops). Figure 5 illustrate the features of 

Norton App. Its price starts at $49.99. Its main features are:  

 Online and gadget time observation 

 Arrange online navigation keyword alarms 

 Observe all communal network movement 

 Shelter all private data 

 GPS position following 

 Pursue all calls and SMS messages 

 
Fig. 5: Norton App 

 FamiSafe Kid Control App (IOS and Android)  

FamiSafe is the latest app in the parental control bazaar however it is becoming one of the commanding services. It has a free trial 

version accessible in the market and an extensive range of absolute services and characteristics. This is the only android parental 

control app of future. Figure 6 illustrates the features of FamiSafe control app. The main features of the app are as follows:  

 Real-time GPS whereabouts following and practice geo-fencing amenities. 

 Distant access to browser history and internet utilization. 

 Prevent access to applications of requirement. 
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Fig. 6: FamiSafe control app 

 Spyzie Parental Control App (Windows / Mac OS / Android / iOS / Kindle / Nook) 

It is another common parental control app which provides a tidy interface which is simple for any parent to select and use directly. 

Additionally it provides a variety of commanding observing traits. Figure 7 illustrates the features of the Spyzie App. It has 

following main features:  

 Track entire collection of calls and SMS message 

 Observe and constrain display duration 

 Observe complete social media action 

 Real-time GPS whereabouts following through Panic Button 

 Mechanically hinder unsuitable online information 
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Fig. 7: Spyzie App 

 Kaspersky Safe Kids (Windows / Mac / iOS / Android) 

Kaspersky is a frontrunner in context of digital observing amenities. The Safe Kids form of their authoritative facility has been 

intended to offer the parents with all the qualities they require to keep track of their kids and protect them in actual-time and when 

they are utilizing their gadgets. Figure 8 illustrates features of Safe Kids App. The features of Safe Kids are as follows:  

 Real-time whereabouts following at any instance of time.  

 Investigate total gadgets consumption times and combine convention device blocks  

 Programmed and convention internet data blocks 

 
Fig. 8: Safe Kids App 
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 mSpy Android Parental Control  App(Windows / Mac / iOS / Android) 

It has been marked as the eventual parental control app. It has quick installation practice, comfort of use and unresolved client 

facility which keeps it simple for the parents to observe their kid’s gadget consumption, irrespective of the technical machine which 

is being used by them. Figure 9 illustrates the features of mSpy App. Features of this App are as follows:  

 Sight whole instantaneous message endeavor rapidly and distantly.  

 Perceive all calls, SMS messages and contacts on the cell phone.  

 Observe all stored media (pictures, composition, and video).  

 Real-time GPS whereabouts chasing and geo-fencing competences 

 
Fig. 9: mSpy App 

 Net Nanny (Windows / Mac OS / iOS / Android) 

The Net Nanny is a widespread parental control application which offers an extensive range of controlling internet controlling 

characteristics that are required by an accountable parent. It is interesting to note that parents need to spend for every different 

package for every sort of gadget to be monitored. Figure 10 illustrates the features of Net Nanny App. Its Prices start at $59.99 per 

year. Features of this App are as follows:  

 Programmed online matter block.  

 Display and app time administration 

 Routine alarms and warnings 

 Regulate the gadget distantly 

 Thorough internet strainer 

 
Fig. 10: Net Nanny App 
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 Screen Time Limit KidCrono (iPads only (iOS)) 

This parental control app has been planned specifically for an iPad gadget. Though the app doesn’t assist to demonstrate their 

children about how to observe and restrict their monitor duration. It assists in making constraints as an enjoyment and assists 

someone to be in control. It also provides with all the necessary statistics required to take the correct decisions. Figure 10 illustrates 

the features of KidCrono App. Its Prices start at $0.99 per year. Features of this App are as follows:   

 Thorough monitor regulator with start, gaps, stops, exchange and schedule choices.  

 Remunerate structure for remaining away from the gadgets. 

 Customized mechanism to occupy children.  

 Day-to-day and monthly schedule choices.  

 Email notice and characteristic change notices. 

 
Fig. 11: KidCrono 

 Screen Limit (Windows / Mac OS / Amazon Tablets / Android / iOS) 

As the name recommends, the Screen Limit is an application which is planned to help parents in managing their kid’s screen 

duration and building it a pleasant practice for their children through easy and attractive reward method, guaranteeing everyone in 

the family a happy person. Figure 11 illustrates the features of Screen Limit App. Its Prices start at $39.99 per year. Features of 

this App are as follows:  

 Cross-platform affinity.  

 On-screen time reduction for children.  

 Quick installation facility.  

 Immediate block or unblock app and web page qualities.  

 Design tradition schedules and times.  

 Distant message send characteristic. 
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Fig. 12: Screen Limit App 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

While selecting a parental control app, a person has to create a password and login information. There are various features that a 

person wants to choose like; generate a news alarm for the selected software, to aid keep a watch for any fresh susceptibilities or 

temporary fix. Without any constraints, kids may approach all kinds of material available on the Internet. There are major motives 

for the requirement of parental controls on devices. After installing the parental control on device, parents can be assured that their 

kids would only approach the type of content that is appropriate according to their age. Parental control app have all key 

characteristics required to control the device such as web browsing, app pick up, content restrictions, and Net surfing. To prevent 

the addiction of the social media and Internet, parents can fix up display duration for the gadget. In this article we have examined 

various types of parental control app and their features. 
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